Abstmet-A simple physid picture is given for a tensDr Green's function when it is used to compute the electric field m a source region.
Because u;s are the coefficients of the w polynontial, the Routh criterion cau be applied. Equation (17) is so simple and its elements are directly obtained from the original cqefficients of r-transfer function and the m a w C, so the stability of q e system can be determined by use of Routh's algorithm, or we have the following Routh array: The Routh array is -2 -2 60 -6 14 -63
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So the system has one characteristic root out of the unit circle.
CONCLUSIONS
A new formula for testing the stability of a discrete-time system is established. It use8 a m a t h formed by a simple algorithm and considers the coefficients of the z characteristic polynomial as a vector. The Routh array can be directly written. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: RenticeHall, 1968.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that when a tensor Green's function is used to evaluate the electric field in a source region, the principal value of the integral involving the current element and the tensor Green's function should be carefully defined and a correction term to the electric field should be added. To explain this phenomenon, let's consider a finite volume of source region Y containing a volume current density of J(r) and a volume charge density of p(r) as shown in Fig. 1 . The electric field at an arbitrary point rl outside the source region is given simply as
where k o = w G If the field point ro is inside the source region, the integral (1) does not converge. If a small volume surrounding the field point is excluded in the evaluation of the integral the integral will depend on the shape of the excluded small volume. Usually, we can evaluate the electric field at ro as E(r0) = PV I(r) * E(ro,r) dY +E,(ro).
(2)
The symbol W denotes the principal value of the integral meaning that the integral is & e d out by excluding a small volume surrounding the field point f M and then letting the small volume approach to zero. The term E,@,-,) is a correction term which s h o d be added to the integral to yield a correct value for the electric field at ro. The term
E&)
is known to be a function of the shape of the small volume excluded in the integral evaluation. Van Blade1 [ 11 and Wilwx (21 have shown for the case of a small spherical votume to have E, = jJ/3u€o. Tai [3] , Rahmat-Samii [4] have shown the term to be E, = j J / u e o . Yaghjii [SI has also discussed this problem.
Revbus works cited here are mainly mathematical m nature and it is difficult to visualize the physical picture invoked. The purpose of this paper is to provide a simple physical picture for a tensor Green's fune tion in a source region and to defme the principal value of the integral and derive the correction term for the electric field based on the same simple physical picture.
SIMPLE PHYSICAL PICTURE
The tensor Green's function is, by definition, the electric field p r e d u d by a current element which is actually an electric dipole with a uniform current element and a pair of opposite charges at the ends of the current element A source region with I ami p such as shown in Fig. 1 can be considered as an ensemble of small cells each containing a current element or an electric dipole of certain magnitude and direction as shown in Fig. 2 . Based on this pictue, two adjoining cells containing current elements of different magnitudes or directions yield a net charge at the interface of these two cella. Thus a distribution of nonuniform current elements can be made equivalent to a distribution To determine the electric field at the field point ro, a d volume AV sunounding ro is excluded to evaluate the principal value of the integral PVJV J(r) * Z(r0,r) dV.
From the defmiton of &br), it is clear that the integral (3) is the sum of the electric fElds maintained at ro by all those current elements in the ensemble of cells except the current element in AV. With the integral as defined in (3), the key question is whether the current element in A V can maintain an electric field at the center of A V or ro as AV approaches to zero. The answer is yes, and it is the contriiution due to the current element in AV which gives rise to the c o d o n term E, (ro).
CORRECTION TERM FOR ELECTRIC FIELD
In the evaluation of the integral (3), one can choose to use spherical, cylidrical or rectangular coordiuate system depending on the geometry of the source region V and the location of the field point 10. It is, then, important to choose the shape of A V in such a way that the integral ( 3 ) combined with the integration over AV will cover the complete source region.
The fm case to be considered is asphericalAVofradiusaasshown in Fig. 3 . The correction term E,(rO) is produced by lin AVand the surface charge r) on the spherical surface of AV. To evaluate Ec(ro), a coordinate system is chosen so that its origin comcides with to and l parallelswithitspolaraxis. AssumingthatJinsideAVisuniform,we canwrite If AV is very small, the quasistatic approximation can be used to evaluate@andAas where R is the distance between the source point and the fields point and As is the surface of AV. It is evident that as A V approaches to zero, A goes to zero. This implies that the current density J does not contriiute to the maintenance of E,(ro) in the limit of zero AV. The term -v@ can be easily shown to converge to a fmite value as A V approaches to zero. This means that the surface charge on the surface of AV maintains a f d t e E&) at the center of AV as A V approaches to zero. For simplicity, we will evaluate the term -v@ based on the method of fmdiag an electrostatic field. For the case of a spherical A V for a spherical AV. ThesecondcaseisacyhhdricalAVwitharadiusbandahe~tof 2rr as shown in Fig. 4 . E,(ro) in this case is the e W c field at the center of AV maintained by the surface charg% on the top and bottom
J=?J (4) a n d t h e~~~d e~o n t h e s u r f a c e o f A V c a n b e d e t e r m i n e d from the equation of continuity as
SurfaCesofAV. IfJinsideofAVisgivenasl=il,thesurfacecharBe
can be expressed as r ) = -jJ/w. Thus It is noted that EC(ro) given m (8) is identical to that given in (6). These examples demonstrate a simple method to define the Principal value of the integral a d evaluate the coIIcction term when a tensor Green's functfon is used to compute the electric field in a source region.
the shape of the excluded AV wrroundiug the field point can be flexible to suit the geometry of the source region. We have found this method useful in the numerical calculation of the electric field in a source region with an iuegdar ahape. Fig. l(a) . Notice that the buffer has been obtained by simply loading down the output rather than by feedback. This allows one to maintain very high input impedance while drastically reducing the output mpedauce and nuIlifying for the most part the frequency dependent parameters of the amplifier. Furthermore, l/g may be redized by a temperature dependent device to compensate for temperature c m mtheCMOSpair [5] .
F b 1 cb) and 1 (c) show the inverting and noninvextinr! buffered integrators which will be u d -for the aesign process. Notice that me while the integrator IS ~o~e c t e d to a supply which may be. varied BO as to allow for voltage tuning of the filter. For stability purposes, it is very important that the overall gain of the buffer amplifiers does not exceed one. In order to guarantee this, the gain is usually set less than one to give a safety margin. Fig. l(d) shows now summing w i l l be accomplished using the basic CMOS amplifier. A resistor summing network is used at the input and A = -=-mput resistance rd is quite high and thUS the amplifier is Very d f h e to hnffer amplifiers COMected t 0 a C 0 -t 57.5-v power SUpPlY,
